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Situational Awareness
Worldwide



2,499,665 Confirmed
171,338 Deaths

United States
792,938 Confirmed
42,518 Deaths

Michigan
32,000 Confirmed
2,468 Deaths



Out-Wayne County
6,202 Confirmed
515 Deaths





In yesterday’s briefing, Governor Whitmer reported the following:
 She has personally taken a 10% pay cut and has asked her Executive team to take
a 5% pay cut during this time.
 In the last ten days, COVID-19 related hospitalizations have decreased by 15%.
 The White House will continue to echo the importance of staying home and
staying safe orders given by governors across the nation.
 Signed Executive Order 2020-55 creating the Michigan Coronavirus Task Force on
Racial Disparities that will investigate the causes of racial disparities in the impact
of COVID-19 and recommend actions to address those disparities.
The Michigan House Republicans have released their suggestions for the state’s recovery
from the COVID-19 pandemic in “Michigan’s Comeback Roadmap” and it has been made
available to Governor Whitmer for her to consider the ideas and work with the House
Republican caucus to build on the effort and lay out a detailed plan for Michigan families.
The $350 billion (USD) Paycheck Protection Program faced overwhelming demand and
the funding for a small business loan program ran out of money last week. House Speaker
Nancy Pelosi stated that Congress is close to reaching a bipartisan deal for additional
funding.
President Trump stated he will invoke the Defense Production Act to increase production
of swabs that are used for coronavirus testing. Vice President Pence discussed with
governors of all 50 states about how the implementation of the Defense Production Act
would impact testing going forward and possibly allowing states to move into phase one
of three that the White House has outlined for reopening.

Actions Taken


The Public Health Emergency Operations Center (PHOC) is at FULL ACTIVATION.

Useful Resources
Learn how you can plan, prepare, and cope with stress before and during a COVID-19
outbreak.
 Plan and make decisions in advance of an illness.
 Know how to protect and support the children in your care.
 Find ways to cope with stress that will make you, your loved ones, and your community
stronger.

Wayne County Department of
Health, Human & Veterans Services
Public Health Division

Household Checklist

Protect Yourself When Running Errands

Stress & Coping

Caring for Children

Visiting Parks & Recreational Facilities

If You Have Animals

For more COVID-19 information: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/index.html
Disaster Distress Helpline: 1-800-985-5990
National Domestic Violence Hotline: 1-800-799-7233 and TTY 1-800-787-3224
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